Telematics – GPS Solutions
For greater control over your vehicles, include telematics as part of your Fleet Management strategy.
•	Minimise the risks associated with vehicle investment
•	Reduce costs and
•	Meet compliance and duty of care obligations.

Innovative technology
Telematics technology is the key to improving safety for drivers, increasing your fleet’s operating profitability and reducing its
environmental impact. Depending on the level of reporting or logistics your business requires, telematics can be as simple as a plug
in device, or more sophisticated with hard wired technology. Whichever option you choose, you’ll improve vehicle compliance and
benefit from enhanced operational performance across your fleet.

LogbookMe

EROAD

Easy plug in device that automatically records
logbook data.

Hard wired technology that continuously transmits
encrypted data.

This easy to install hardware solution uses GPS to
provide enhanced management reporting and promote
safer driver behaviour. Automatically recording your logbook
data securely, saves time and improves accuracy.

Install this system into your fleet to monitor your vehicles
in real time. Insightful reporting helps you meet your health
and safety obligations, improve compliance, and enhance
operational performance, while reducing administration costs.

Plug and play
Self-installation ensures no upfront costs to meet your PCBU
obligations under the Health and Safety at Work Act.

Visibility and utilisation
Gain visibility of under-utilised vehicles at a glance and reroute
vehicles to nearest jobs to increase productivity.

Maximise tax savings
Supports operating cost method to maximise tax savings.
Generate logbooks automatically recording business
usage percentage.

Reduce fuel consumption
Benchmark fuel efficiency to national averages for similar
vehicles so you can proactively reduce fuel consumption
and minimise costs.

Reduce fleet costs
View analytical data filtered for your requirements to report
on usage across the fleet.

Reporting and Compliance
Access to a range of reports to fulfil your compliance
requirements.

Increase fleet efficiency
Proactively manage repairs, maintenance, excess mileage
and residual values with live odometer readings.

Vehicle and Driver Safety
Monitor adherence to speed limits and set driver behaviour
benchmarking to improve safety outcomes.

No driver intervention
Trips are automatically recorded and the device stays in the
vehicle.

Proactive maintenance
Ensure vehicles are maintained in line with the manufacturers
recommendations and record tasks that need to be addressed
at the next scheduled service.

Pool booking
Eliminate paper processes and improve the efficiency of
your vehicle pool bookings.

RUC Management & Off
Road KM claims Enable electronic purchasing and display
of RUC licences, and benefit from automatic RUC renewals
250km before the current licence expires.

Manage driver behaviour
Access rich reporting on speeding, braking, acceleration,
and more.

Pre-installed
Order your new vehicles with EROAD directly installed.
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“ Whichever option you choose, you’ll improve vehicle compliance and
benefit from enhanced operational performance across your fleet.”

FAQs
How can telematics improve my OHS risk?
Telematics can help you improve safety for drivers as well as increase your fleet’s operating profitability and reduce its environmental
impact. You can use telematics to identifying and correct bad driver behaviour which is the first step to reducing risk and increasing
safety levels.

How is LogbookMe different to other logbook apps?
With other logbook apps, the user needs to remember to start and stop the app on every trip. With the LogbookMe device, all
driving data is automatically collected, which enhances the accuracy of the trip records and the driver doesn’t need to worry about
forgetting to start or stop the log.

How does EROAD simplify health and safety compliance?
Safe driving plays a key role in compliance with health and safety, insurance, legal and ACC obligations. EROAD’s in-vehicle
technology and services support compliance by encouraging continuous improvement and rewarding safe driving.

Need more info? Please get in touch.
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